
Biggest Thing That Happened
This build season started with a blast and and ended victoriously! Though there
have been some obstacles in our way, we successfully overcame them with our
new skills we gained this season. Compared to past build seasons, the overall
team achieved a better organized outlook to this year. Each subgroup had their
own project journals in which they wrote their achievements at each meeting in
detail. Likewise, the different subgroups created their own Kanbans. These
Kanbans detailed the assignments that each subgroup had to accomplish and
separated them into three sections: Not Started, Doing, and Done. Through both
the new ideas, we have been able to produce two robots with all the necessary
mechanisms!
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Glen Lea
This past Thursday we hosted another Outreach event at Glen Lea Elementary
School. Four of our outreach members attended the meeting and taught the
basics of STEM. Our outreach members have been organizing these events at
Glen Lea every other Thursday. At first, the outreach members taught the kids the
LEGO curriculum. Then, the children received a booklet which contained how to
assemble the robot and the function of each part. To test their knowledge, the
children took turns assembling the robot. Additionally, each student listed the
function of each of the parts. Overall, young students acquired many technical
skills including assembling a bot and explaining each function.

Subgroup News
The Mechanical Corner
With build season coming to a close, our
Mechanical team nearly finished both of
our robots. They have completely finished
each mechanism of our first bot and
assembled them together. Upon finishing,
they sent the robot to Strategy and
Programming so that they can test the different codes on the bot as well as
determine members for the drive team. This past Saturday, Mechanical has been
mounting the hook, elevator, and intake mechanism.Since they finished, they
have been working with Programming to test different autonomous modes on the
robot.

The CAD Cove



Upon finalizing the CAD of the
robot, CAD members were aiding
the technical members in the
woodshop. With their help, we have
finally finished the winch and hook
deployer. Additionally, they have
been working on the E-code and
encoder mount. They also finalized
the lift mechanism and even

created a prototype. CAD has been very productive this build season as each
member focused on various tasks.

The Electrical
Crew
Even with the build season
creeping to a close, our
Electrical team continued to
work diligently on the
competition bot. They
successfully finalized the competition E-board; including developing the lexan,
bolting on the component brackets, plotting and drilling appropriate holes, and
routing the board. Additionally, they have finished various electrical component
mounts. Overall, Electrical has been on top of their game this year!

The Programming
Party
Upon creating the scouting guide,
Programming decided on extending
the features on the website. This
includes having a login profile for
each of the subgroups. Each student
is able to login to the website and a

profile detailing their information is listed. Along with the website, Programming
has been revising and patching the autonomous code. Other members have been
optimizing the Unity 3S VR practice simulation. Now that Programming has gotten
their hands on the robot, they tested different codes on the robot to ensure that
no bugs or malfunctions make it through to the final drive code. Overall,
Programming has finished optimizing each of the codes on the robot.

Strategy Hub



Since Strategy got their
hands on the robot early this
year, they have finalized the
drive team. The drive team
consists of a group of four
students: captain, button
man, human player, and the
driver. The captain directs
the driver with information
about the bot on the field at
any given field. The captain also informs the driver about the positions of other
robots, alliances, and corresponding strategies. The driver’s primary job is driving
the robot during the matches. Additionally, the button man aids the driver with
the different mechanisms of the robot. The human player deals with the game
components. In this year's particular game, the human player is in charge of
handing the cubes to the robot. Overall, we have attempted to build the ideal
team who can ensure success during competitions. Our strategy lead proclaims, “I
feel like this year’s team has the potential and motivation to new and
extraordinary opportunities”.

Fundraising
Latest Fundraiser
When it comes to handling our finances, Financial has been planning a series of
fundraisers including the Passion for Desserts, Krispy Kreme, and Papa Johns. As
one Financial member, Nupur Goyal, claims, “We are nearing our goal each and
every day”. We are incredibly grateful to our Financial team for allowing us to
gain financial aid to compete with our robot.

Til Next Year!
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The time has come, build season has finally come to an end! Over the course of
the past six weeks, we grew closer together, made new memories, and learned to
collaborate with each other on a different level. No matter what the road ahead
brings, we know we’ve worked hard to make it to where we are! We will strive to
become more successful in future build seasons and improve ourselves to achieve
the goals we set.
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